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ABSTRACT
Analysing probability properties on Coloured Petri Nets (CPNs)
model is one of a favorite topic on system verification recently.
This paper focuses on verifying congestion probability on Wire-
less Sensor Networks (WSNs) which is modelled by CPN. Ac-
tually, WSNs are the collection of sensors. A WSN topology is
formed by the interaction among sensors via Wi-Fi connections.
However, sensors can be consider as unsteady devices when work-
ing in the harsh environment due to limited processing capac-
ity, non-replacement battery, etc. Hence, each sensor needs to at-
tach a reliable probability so that users can know the probabil-
ity of reaching the sink of data. Such probabilities are added
into the transitions in our CPN probability model before check-
ing congestion. Whole verifying process introduces also in order
to emphasize the purpose of this paper via a straight example.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) consist a hundred or a thou-
sand of sensors that collect data from the environment and send
them to the sink. Sensor nodes which are limited resource de-
vices, communicate with each others through radio channels.
WSNs can be deployed in many harsh environment such as in
the jungle or under the ocean for habitat monitoring [24]. WSNs
need to solve many unwanted factors when working in these ap-
plications:

(1) Sensors are powered with limited battery and thus can not be
easily replaced when failed or exhausted in unpleasant envi-
ronment. Moreover, they can be consider as low processing
capacity as well.

(2) Data signal is easily interference in such region.

These reasons lead to congestion on WSNs. Congestion means
that data from the source sensor is dropped somewhere in the
transmission path and thus it cannot reach to sink node [1].

In recent years, there have been a number of approaches of con-
gestion control for WSNs [21, 6, 22]. Congestion control is di-
vided two steps including congestion detection and congestion
mitigation. In this paper, we focus on the first one. In turn, there
are two main reasons of congestion in WSN [22]. The first rea-
son is node-level congestion. When the rate of incoming packets
to a node is faster than the service’s rate, it causes buffer over-
flow. The second reason is link-level congestion. Collision could

occur when multiple sensors try to send data to the channel at the
same time.

Obviously, it is important to control the congestion in WSNs.
One way to detection the congestion in WSN is doing experi-
ments with simulation and the other way is analysing with for-
mal modelling. In the first case, a simulator is used to mimic
the operations of the WSN, measure the performance, and check
whether a certain anomaly like congestion occurs or not. Widely
used simulators include ns2 [16] and Omnet++ [19]. In these,
a WSN is mostly considered as a network with sensors, chan-
nels and their activity (protocols). The activity of protocols in
network is programmed based on the help of simulator frame-
works. Hence, users must program their models according to the
protocol used. The second case appears with two immediate ad-
vantages, comparing to simulator approaches:

(1) the WSN is modelled at a higher level of abstraction, only
including sensors and channels. Thus, the WSN model is
independent of the framework used.

(2) the model defines all scenarios and allows for exhaustively
model checking desired properties.

Another noticed point concerns to sensor’s activities, the sensor
node can execute a number of concurrent operations such as gen-
erating packets (capturing information), processing, and sending
packets; while the channel concurrently receives and transmits
packets [2]. Moreover, a component can operate independently
with each others. Therefore, operations of sensors and channels
in a WSN should be performed concurrently, i.e. all enabled tran-
sitions in the modelled-PN of the WSN should fire simultane-
ously if they are no conflict. This is called concurrency of WSN
which expresses properly the ideal operation of a WSN.

The proposal of [9] proposes a congestion-based method based
on the modelling approach, called WSN-PN. This model is cre-
ated by using P/T Petri nets and only focuses on the distribution
of packets of a WSN. The moving of tokens when fired repre-
sents packet’s movement. Furthermore, WSN-PN works based
on sequential semantic (i.e. only one enabled transition can fire
at a time) on analysing. That can lead deviated diagnoses since
in a WSN, its components can operate concurrently at a time [5].

This paper is constructed the ideas based on WSN’s environment
applications, i.e. all devices have reliable working probability.
The main raising problem here is all components of WSN cannot
operate correctly due to some constraints such as environmental
interference, low power in sensor node, etc. Thus, attaching re-
liable probability on devices increases advantage when system
verification. There are currently plenty of works on WSN relia-
bility modelling and reliability analysis [23, 20]. Most of such
works is applied to the developing countries with low infras-
tructure or in extremely harsh environment and hostile region
[14, 13].

To the best of our knowledge, [10] is the sole work that verify-
ing the congestion probability based on Discrete Time Stochastic
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Petri Nets so far. This proposed model called WDSTPN, men-
tions about reliable probability of WSN’s components. So, it can
imply the probability of reaching congestion of a WSN model
instead of answering whether congestion happen or not. Even
though it is modelled by P/T Nets, the sensors on network still
perform their task under concurrency semantic, the semantics of
WSN’s operations must be expresses by using code program as-
sociated to transitions. These code are in form of C# language,
thus forcing the human modeller must get meanings of both PN
and C# language. Moreover, the human modeller also difficultly
maps components of the modelled PN to corresponding parts of
these code. The main cause of the disadvantage is the limitations
of P/T nets and corresponding supporting tools. This urges us to
consider other advanced kinds of PN, Coloured Petri nets (CPNs)
[8, 7]. Using CPNs can overcome the disadvantage specifying as
follows. First, parameters of a sensor can be expressed through
a colour set. Second, CPNs support arc expressions which can
include constants, variables, and functions. Therefore, it is pos-
sible to express explicitly the semantics of WSN operations on
the modelled CPN. The human modeller can only concentrate
on functions (in form of CPN language) to understand and check
whether these functions express properly the semantics of WSN
operations.

In the following sections, the approach of this proposal is a
probabilistic model for congestion detection on WSNs by using
CPNs. The work helps to express a WSN more rational in actual
context by reusing way to attach reliable probability on WSN
network topology from [10] and try to transform this topology
into WDTSPN. Finally, we find a new technique to detect con-
gestion on this model.

Outline. The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section
2 gives overview of Coloured Petri nets and the model of WSN
based on Coloured Petri nets. Section 3 defines a probabilistic
wireless sensor network with reliable and routing probabilities.
Then, Section 4 defines a probabilistic model of WSN based on
Discrete Time Stochastic Petri Nets. More extensive analysis on
our model is reported in Section 5. We also emphasize the tech-
nique to detect congestion in Section 6. Finally, 7 draws conclu-
sions and outlines future work.

2. PRELIMINARIES
2.1 Coloured Petri Nets
Coloured Petri nets (CPNs for short) [8, 12, 7] is a modelling
language which combines the strengths of Petri nets with the ex-
pressive power of functional programming languages. In CPNs,
tokens are distinguished by the "colour" instead of only the
"black" one. Moreover, arc expressions (an extended version of
arc weights in classical Petri nets) specify which tokens can flow
over the arcs. Guards that are Boolean expressions defining ad-
ditional constraints on enabling transitions.

Let EXP be the set of expressions complying with the CPN-
ML [3] syntax. EXP is used to express components of CPN
such as arc expressions, guards. Before expressions are evalu-
ated to values, the variables in the expressions must be assigned
values, which is called binding. Besides, a multiset is a set in
which there can be several occurrences of the same token. Mul-
tiset is defined in Definition 1 [7]. It is an important concept used
in the later definitions of markings, steps, and the enabling and
occurrence of transitions. Definition 2 [7] gives the formal defi-
nition of CPNs.

DEFINITION 1. Let S = {s1, s2, ...} be a non-empty set. A
multiset over S is a functionm : S → N that maps each element
s ∈ S into a non-negative integer m(s) ∈ N called the number
of appearances (coefficient) of s in m. A multiset m can also be

written as a sum:
++

∑
s∈S

m(s)‘s = m(s1)‘s1 + +m(s2)‘s2 + +...

Membership, addition, comparison, and subtraction are defined
as follows, where m1, m2, and m are multisets:

1. ∀s ∈ S : s ∈ m⇔ m(s) > 0
2. ∀s ∈ S : (m1 + +m2)(s) = m1(s) +m2(s)
3. m1 <<= m2 ⇔ ∀s ∈ S : m1(s) ≤ m2(s)
4. When m1 <<= m2,
∀s ∈ S : (m2 −−m1)(s) = m2(s)−m1(s)

The set of all multisets over S is denoted SMS .

DEFINITION 2. A Coloured Petri net is a nine-tuple
〈P, T, F,Σ, V, c, g, f,m0〉 where:

1. P is a finite, nonempty set of places.
2. T is a finite, nonempty set of transitions such that P ∩T = ∅.
3. F ⊆ P × T ∪ T × P is a finite set of directed arcs.
4. Σ is a finite set of non-empty colour sets.
5. V is a finite set of typed variables such that Type[v] ∈ Σ for
all v ∈ V .
6. c : P → Σ is a colour set function that assigns to each place
p ∈ P a colour set c(p) ∈ Σ.
7. g : T → EXP is a guard function that assigns to each
transition t ∈ T a guard expression of the Boolean type.
8. f : F → EXP is an arc expression function that assigns to
each arc a ∈ F an arc expression of a multiset type c(p)MS ,
where p is the place connected to the arc a.
9. m0 : P → EXP is an initialisation function that assigns to
each place p ∈ P an initialisation expression of a multiset type
c(p)MS .

DEFINITION 3. For a Coloured Petri net CPN =
〈P, T, F,Σ, c, g, f,m0〉, defining the following concepts:

1. A marking is a function M that maps each place p ∈ P into a
multiset of tokens where M(p) ∈ C(p)MS . m0 is initial
marking of CPN .
2. The variables of a transition t are denoted V ar(t) ∈ V and
consit of the free variables appearing in guard of t and in the arc
expressions of arcs connected to t.
3. A binding of a transition t is a function b that maps each
variable v ∈ V ar(t) into a value b(v) ∈ Type[v]. The set of all
bindings for a transition t is denoted B(t).
4. A binding element is a pair (t, b) such that t ∈ T and
b ∈ B(t). The set of all binding elements BE(t) for a transition
t is defined by BE(t) = {(t, b)|b ∈ B(t)}. The set of all
binding elements in a CPN model is denoted BE.
5. A step Y ∈ BEMS is a non-empty, finite multiset of binding
elements.

Definition 3 [7] defines concepts used to express the semantics
of CPNs. Then the enabling and occurrence of a binding element
are summarised in Definition 4 [7].

DEFINITION 4. A binding element (t, b) ∈ BE is enabled
in a marking M if and only if the following two properties are
satisfied:

1. G(t)〈b〉 = true
2. ∀p ∈ P : E(p, t)〈b〉 <<= M(p)

When (t, b) is enabled in M , it may occur, leading to the mark-
ing M ′ defined by:

3. ∀p ∈ P : M ′(p) = (M(p)−−E(p, t)〈b〉) ++ E(t, p)〈b〉

M ′ is directly reachable from M . This is denoted by M
(t,b)−−→

M ′. The set of markings reachable from a markingM is denoted
R(M).
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A CPN model can be organised as a set of hierarchically related
modules. CPN models with modules are also called hierarchical
Coloured Petri Nets (HCPNs for short) [8, 7]. A HCPN allow di-
viding a module into smaller modules (sub modules) connected
to each other using well-defined interfaces (substitution transi-
tions and fusion places). With HCPNs, human modeller can work
at different abstraction levels and concentrate on only a few de-
tails at a time. Moreover, a module is defined once and is used re-
peatedly. This allows reading only one description, and to mod-
ify one description when changes are necessary.

2.2 CPN Model for WSN
[18] proposes a CPN model for WSN called WSN-CPN. This
model represents the operations of each WSN component: sen-
sors and channels. The modelled operations includes: generat-
ing packets of source sensors, internal processing of intermediate
and sink sensors, sending/receiving packets of sensors/channels,
and transmitting packets of channels.

The WSN-CPN model is composed of seven modules. Figure 1
shows module hierarchy of the proposed model. The "Top" mod-
ule is prime module with no incoming arc. It is decomposed into
two sub-modules "Initialisation" and "Processing". The "Initial-
isation" module is responsible to initialise markings for working
places of the overall model. The "Processing" module includes
four sub-modules such as "Generate Packet", "Internal Process",
"Receive Packet", and "Transmit Packet" corresponding to main
operations of all WSN components. See [18] for more details.

Fig. 1: Module hierarchy of the proposed model.

The structure of the WSN-CPN model is fixed. When the topol-
ogy changes, only initial marking needs changed respectively. In
this paper, a simple example WSN depicted in Figure 2 is used
as a straight case study. Table 1 gives parameter configuration
of the WSN. Listing 1 expresses value of constant "iniNetwork"
assigned to initial marking of place "network" of the WSN-CPN
model of WSN in Figure 2. Assume that unicat mode is consid-
ered.

s1

s2

s3
Fig. 2: Topology of the example WSN with three sensors including one
source sensor s1 (denoted by a double-lined circle), two sink sensors s2
and s3 (denoted by two full circles).

Table 1. : The parameter configuration of the WSN in Figure 2
Source Sink Intermediate Channel

Sending rate 3 3 3 N/A
Buffer size 5 5 5 5
Queue size 5 5 5 N/A
Processing rate 5 5 5 N/A
Transmission rate N/A N/A N/A 3
Number of packets 6

Listing 1: Initial marking of the "network" place.
v a l i n i S e n s o r s = [ ( 1 , { t y p = Source , buf = 0 , queue = 0 ,

pmax = 6 , s e n d i n g _ r a t e = 3 , p r o c e s s i n g _ r a t e = 5 ,
b u f _ s i z e = 5 , q u e u e _ s i z e = 5}) , ( 2 , { t y p =
Sink , buf = 0 , queue = 0 , pmax = 0 ,
s e n d i n g _ r a t e = 3 , p r o c e s s i n g _ r a t e = 5 , b u f _ s i z e = 5 ,
q u e u e _ s i z e = 5}) , ( 3 , { t y p = Sink , buf = 0 ,
queue = 0 , pmax = 0 , s e n d i n g _ r a t e = 3 ,
p r o c e s s i n g _ r a t e = 5 , b u f _ s i z e = 5 , q u e u e _ s i z e = 5}) ] ;

v a l i n i C h a n n e l s = [ ( 1 , [ ( { c h a n n e l _ b u f = 0 , t r a n s _ r a t e =
3 , c h a n n e l _ b u f _ s i z e = 5 } , 2 ) ] , 1 ) , ( 1 , [ ( { c h a n n e l _ b u f =
0 , t r a n s _ r a t e = 3 , c h a n n e l _ b u f _ s i z e = 5 } , 3 ) ] , 2 ) ] ;

v a l in iChanne lMode = U n i c a s t ;

v a l i n i N e t w o r k = { channel_mode = iniChannelMode ,
n e t _ s e n s o r s = i n i S e n s o r s , n e t _ c h a n n e l s = i n i C h a n n e l s }

3. PROBABILISTIC WIRELESS SENSOR
NETWORKS

Reliability of a system is a probability that it operates correctly
[4]. In WSN context, every component in a WSN has a reliable
probability [23]. The failure (unreliability) probability of a com-
ponent is defined as the subtraction of 1 and its reliable prob-
ability. This research only focuses on the functional aspect of
reliability. Thus, the reliable probability of a sensor or a channel
is regarded as a correcting functional probability.

Following [9], in a WSN, a source sensor has two functions in-
cluding generating and sending packets; a sink sensor has pro-
cessing packets function; and an intermediate two functions in-
cluding processing and sending packets. We define some reli-
able probabilities (correcting functional probabilities) for com-
ponents of a WSN as following:

—λsg be the reliable probability for generating packets function
of a source sensor.

—λss be the reliable probability for sending packets function of
a source or an intermediate sensor.

—λsp be the reliable probability for processing packets function
of a sink sensor and an intermediate sensor.

—λct be the reliable probability for transmitting packets func-
tion of a channel.

In the unicast mode, if a sensor operates correctly, it must choose
only one of its neighbour sensors to send packets. The chosen
probabilities are different and defined as routing probabilities
[17]. This research assumes that routing probability of each sen-
sor has been specified initially.

Definition 5 defines a Probabilistic Wireless Sensor Network
(PWSN) combining a WSN with reliable probabilities and rout-
ing probabilities.

DEFINITION 5 PROBABILISTIC WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORK.
A Probabilistic Wireless Sensor Network (PWSN) is a seven-
tuple 〈Ssource ∪ Sintermediate ∪ Ssink, C, λsg ∪ λss ∪ λsp ∪
λct, αsr〉 where:

1. Ssource is a finite, nonempty set of source sensors.
2. Sintermediate is a finite set of intermediate sensors.
3. Ssink is a finite, nonempty set of sink sensors.
4. C =

⋃
i=1,n

Ci is a finite, nonempty set of channels. Herein,

Ci ∩ Cj = ∅ with ∀i, j ∈ {1, ..., n}; i 6= j. Each Ci represents
for a set of all channels which have the same from-sensor.
5. λsg : Ssource → R is a probabilistic function assigning to
each sensor s ∈ Ssource a probability p ∈ R. p represents the
reliable probability for generating packets function of s.
6. λss : Ssource ∪ Sintermediate → R is a probabilistic
function assigning to each sensor s ∈ Ssource ∪ Sintermediate a
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probability p ∈ R. p represents the reliable probability for
sending packets function of s.
7. λsp : Sintermediate ∪ Ssink → R is a probabilistic function
assigning to each sensor s ∈ Sintermediate ∪ Ssink a
probability p ∈ R. p represents the reliable probability for
internal processing packets function of s.
8. λct : C → R is a probabilistic function assigning to each
channel c ∈ C a probability p ∈ R. p represents the reliable
probability for transmitting packets function of c.
9. αsr : C → R is a probabilistic function assigning to each
channel c ∈ C a probability p ∈ R. p represents the routing
probability for sending packets function of from-sensor of c. If
the WSN is in broadcast mode, the following equation must be
satisfied.

αsr(c) = 1.0, ∀c ∈ C (1)

If the WSN is in unicast mode, the following equation must be
satisfied. ∑

c∈Ci

αsr(c) = 1.0, ∀i ∈ {1, ..., n} (2)

For example, with WSN in Figure 2 we have a following PWSN
based on Definition 5:

—Ssource = {s1}
—Sintermediate = ∅
—Ssink = {s2, s3}
—C = C1 = {c1−2, c1−3}, the from-sensor of all channels in
C1 is s1

—λsg(s1) = λss(s1) = 0.999 (high reliabilities)
—λsp(s2) = λsp(s3) = 0.999 (high reliabilities)
—λct(c1−2) = λct(c1−3) = 0.999 (high reliabilities)
—αsr(c1−2) = αsr(c1−3) = 0.5 (considering in unicast mode)

4. DISCRETE TIME STOCHASTIC COLOURED
PETRI NET MODEL OF WSN

Most papers focus on using Markov model to express reliability
of WSNs, for instance in [20, 23]. However, this paper uses Dis-
crete Time Stochastic Coloured Petri Net (DTSCPN), an exten-
sion with colour of Discrete Time Stochastic Petri Net, to model
WSN with the reliable probabilities due to two reasons. First,
Discrete Time Stochastic Petri Net (DTSPN) is a powerful tech-
nique to analyse stochastic aspects [11]. DTSPN is more observ-
able, scalable, and portable than Markov model [23]. Second,
DTSPN allows that more than one transition (binding element)
may fire (occur) at a time step. This helps to express the concur-
rency of WSN. Additionally, we combine routing probabilities
with reliable probabilities in our DTSCPN model.

In theory of DTSCPNs, each binding element of a DTSCPN has
a non-zero conditional probability. A DTSCPN is extended from
a DTSPN by adding the set of non-zero conditional probabili-
ties ρ = {ρ1, ρ2, ..., ρm} to binding elements instead of transi-
tions. The probability ρi < 1.0 denotes the probability that the
enabled binding element ti occurs at the next time step, given
(conditioned on) the fact that no other binding element occurs.
The non-zero conditional probabilities is fixed and initial spec-
ified. The DTSCPN model of our WSN, called WDTSCPN, is
defined in Definition 6.

DEFINITION 6 WDTSCPN MODEL. Let C =
〈P, T, F,Σ, c, g, f,m0〉 be CPN model of PWSN W =
〈Ssource∪Sintermediate∪Ssink, C, λsg∪λss∪λsp∪λct, αsr〉.
Let BE be the set of all binding elements in C. WDTSCPN is a
teen-tuple 〈P, T, F,Σ, c, g, f,m0, ρ〉 where:

1. ρ : BE → R is a probabilistic function assigning each
binding element eb ∈ BE a probability p ∈ R;
2. If eb = (generate packet, b) and b(s_id) = s then
ρ(eb) = λsg(s);
3. If eb = (internal process, b) and b(s_id) = s then
ρ(eb) = λsp(s);
4. If eb = (receive packet, b) and
b(from_s_id) = s, b(c_id) = c then
ρ(eb) = λss(s)× αsr(c);
4. If eb = (transmit packet, b) and b(c_id) = c then
ρ(eb) = λct(c).

Considering WSN in Figure 2 and following Definition 6, we
have:

—gen1 = (generate packet, 〈s_id = 1, s_param = {typ =
Source, buf = 0, queue = 0, pmax = 6, sending_rate =
3, processing_rate = 5, buf_size = 5, queue_size =
5}〉) then ρ(gen1) = λsg(1)

—rec1−2 = (receive packet, 〈s_id = 1, s_param =
{typ = Source, buf = 0, queue = 3, pmax =
3, sending_rate = 3, processing_rate = 5, buf_size =
5, queue_size = 5}, c_list = [({channel_buf =
0, trans_rate = 3, channel_buf_size = 5}, 1)], c_id =
1〉) then ρ(rec1−2) = λss(1)× αsr(1)

5. NEW ANALYSIS ALGORITHM FOR
WDTSCPN MODEL

In theory of DTSCPNs, all enabled binding elements in a mark-
ing are split into group of individual binding elements (not con-
flict) and group of binding elements which conflict with each
other. The actions of the binding elements in each group are in-
dependent of binding elements in the other groups, and can be
solved separately [15]. However, in unicast mode, a sensor must
choose only one of its neighbour sensors to send packets, i.e.
in the WSN-CPN model, although binding elements rec1−2 and
rec1−3 are enabled and not conflict by theory of DTSCPN, they
cannot be in non-conflict group to obey the constraint of uni-
cast mode. This urges us to propose a new analysis algorithm for
WDTSCPN model.

Next, defining a mutually exclusive set called unicast-set in Def-
inition 7, which reflexes such constraint.

DEFINITION 7 UNICAST-SET. Let BE be set of enabled
binding elements of the WDSTCPN model at marking M .
An unicast-set U is a set of all enabled binding elements
{(t1, b1), ..., (tm, bm)};m ≥ 1 such that:

1. U ⊆ BE;
2. ti = receive packet with ∀i ∈ {1, 2, ..,m};
3. bi(from_s_id) = bj(from_s_id) with
∀i, j ∈ {1, 2, ..,m};
4. and U is a mutually exclusive set, i.e. the occurring of any
subset of binding elements U ′ ⊂ U results in a marking in
which some other binding element (tj , bj) /∈ U ′ is disabled.

Since an unicast-setU is a mutually exclusive set, the event space
for the enabled binding elements of U in the marking M is of
size |U | + 1. Let Ei be the event that binding element ebi ∈ U
occurs and let E0 be the event that no binding element of U
fires. Since no two binding elements can occur at the same time
in this set, the events are mutually exclusive and the probabilities
must sum to 1. Since the nonzero conditional probabilities of the
binding elements in a unicast-set are dependent and conditional
to each other, we cannot apply the calculation method based on
conditional probability of original DTSPN. Instead, we can con-
clude that the probability that a particular binding element in an
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s0 = (6, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0){gen(1)
1 }

s1 = (3, 3, 0, 0, 0, 0)[rec(1)1−2, rec
(1)
1−3]

s2 = (3, 0, 0, 3, 0, 0){gen(2)
1 , trans

(1)
1−3} s3 = (3, 0, 3, 0, 0, 0)

s4 = (0, 3, 0, 3, 0, 0)[rec(2)1−2, rec
(2)
1−3]|{trans(2)1−3} s5 = (3, 0, 0, 0, 0, 3) s6 = (0, 3, 0, 0, 0, 3)

s7 = (0, 0, 3, 3, 0, 0) s8 = (0, 0, 0, 6, 0, 0) s9 = (0, 0, 3, 0, 0, 3) s10 = (0, 0, 0, 3, 0, 3)

gen
(1)
1

rec
(1)
1−3

rec
(1)
1−2

gen
(2)
1

trans
(1)
1−3

gen
(2)
1 , trans

(1)
1−3

rec
(2)
1−2 rec

(2)
1−3

rec
(2)
1−2, trans

(2)
1−3

rec
(2)
1−3, trans

(2)
1−3

trans
(2)
1−3

Fig. 3: Partial and condensed state space of the WDTSCPN model.

unicast-set set will occur is

P [Ei] = ρ(ebi)

and the probability that no binding element in an unicast-set set
will occur is

P [E0] = 1−
n∑
1

ρ(ebi).

The state space with transition probabilities of WDTSCPN
model is calculated following the theory of DTSPN [15]. Then,
we define a new probabilistic analysis method on the calculated
state space. Furthermore, the method is applied on congestion
detection problem of WSNs.

DEFINITION 8 TRANSITION PROBABILITY. Let ec be a set
of combined binding elements of state (marking) a and a ec−→ b,
then P [a → b] = P [ec occured] is the transition probability
from state a to state b. P [ec occured] is calculated by theory of
DTSPNs [15].

DEFINITION 9 SEQUENCE PROBABILITY. Let sq = s0 →
s1 → ... → sn → s be sequence of states from s0 to s. The
probability of this sequence is defined as

P [sq] = P [s0 → s1]× ...× P [sn → s] (3)

DEFINITION 10 REACHING PROBABILITY. Let P (s) be
probability of reaching to state s from initial state s0 (initial
marking m0). Let S be a set of all sequences of states from s0 to
s. We have

P (s) =
∑
sq∈S

P [sq] (4)

Figure 3 gives a partial and condensed state space of the
WDTSCPN model of the WSN in unicast mode of Figure 2. A
marking (node) is stood by a rounded rectangle and expresses
the value of six-tuple (p, q1, cb1−2, cb1−3, b2, b3). Herein, p de-
notes number of packets, q1 denotes number of current packets in
queue of Sensor s1, cb1−2 denotes number of current packets in
buffer of Channel s1−s2, cb1−3 denotes number of current pack-
ets in buffer of Channel s1 − s3, b2 denotes number of packets,

q1 denotes number of current packets in buffer of Sensor s2, b3
denotes number of packets, q1 denotes number of current packets
in buffer of Sensor s3. The partition set of binding elemtns of a
node is shown in left of the node. For instance, [rec1−2, rec1−3]
is an unicast-set, {trans1−3} is a no-conflict set in group of in-
dividual no-conflict binding elements. Each arc from node a to
node b is labelled by a list of occured binding elements mak-
ing marking a transit to marking b. The node, which are denoted
by a dashed and rounded rectangle, is a folding node (i.e. not
be expanded in the state space). The grey node is where occurs
congestion. There are list of some binding elements appearing in
Figure 3:

—gen
(1)
1 = (generate packet, 〈s_id = 1, s_param = {typ =

Source, buf = 0, queue = 0, pmax = 6, sending_rate =
3, processing_rate = 5, buf_size = 5, queue_size =
5}〉)

—rec
(1)
1−2 = (receive packet, 〈s_id = 1, s_param = {typ =

Source, buf = 0, queue = 3, pmax = 3, sending_rate =
3, processing_rate = 5, buf_size = 5, queue_size =
5}, c_list = [({channel_buf = 0, trans_rate =
3, channel_buf_size = 5}, 1)], c_id = 1〉)

—rec
(1)
1−3 = (receive packet, 〈s_id = 1, s_param = {typ =

Source, buf = 0, queue = 3, pmax = 3, sending_rate =
3, processing_rate = 5, buf_size = 5, queue_size =
5}, c_list = [({channel_buf = 0, trans_rate =
3, channel_buf_size = 5}, 2)], c_id = 2〉)

—trans
(1)
1−3 = (transmit packet, 〈to_s_id = 3, s_param =

{typ = Source, buf = 0, queue = 0, pmax =
3, sending_rate = 3, processing_rate =
5, buf_size = 5, queue_size = 5}, from_s_id =
1, c_list = [({channel_buf = 3, trans_rate =
3, channel_buf_size = 5}, 2)], c_id = 2〉)
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We have

P (s2)

= P [s0 → s1 → s2]

= P [s0 → s1]× P [s1 → s2]

= P [gen
(1)
1 occured]× P [rec

(1)
1−3 occured]

= ρ(gen
(1)
1 )× ρ(rec

(1)
1−3)

= λsg(1)× λss(1)× αsr(2)

= λsg(s1)× λss(s1)× αsr(c1−3)

= 0.999× 0.999× 0.5

= 0.499

and

P (s6)

= P [s0 → s1 → s2 → s6] + P [s0 → s1 → s2 → s4 → s6]

P [s0 → s1 → s2 → s6]

= P [s0 → s1]× P [s1 → s2]× P [s2 → s6]

= P (s2)× P [s2 → s6]

= P (s2)× P [gen
(2)
1 , trans

(1)
1−3 occured]

= P (s2)× ρ(gen
(2)
1 )× ρ(trans

(1)
1−3)

= P (s2)× λsg(1)× λct(2)

= P (s2)× λsg(s1)× λct(c1−3)

= λsg(s1)× λss(s1)× αsr(c1−3)× λsg(s1)× λct(c1−3)

= λsg(s1)2 × λss(s1)× αsr(c1−3)× λct(c1−3)

= 0.9992 × 0.999× 0.5× 0.999

= 0.498

P [s0 → s1 → s2 → s4 → s6]

= P (s2)× P [s2 → s4]× P [s4 → s6]

= P (s2)× P [gen
(2)
1 occured]× P [trans

(2)
1−3 occured]

= P (s2)× (ρ(gen
(2)
1 )× (1− ρ(trans

(1)
1−3)))×

(ρ(trans
(2)
1−3)× (1− ρ(rec

(2)
1−2)− ρ(rec

(2)
1−3)))

= P (s2)× λsg(1)× (1− λct(2))×
λct(2)× (1− λss(1))

= P (s2)× λsg(s1)× (1− λct(c1−3))×
λct(c1−3)× (1− λss(s1))

= λsg(s1)× λss(s1)× αsr(c1−3)× λsg(s1)×
(1− λct(c1−3))× λct(c1−3)× (1− λss(s1))

= λsg(s1)2 × λss(s1)× αsr(c1−3)×
(1− λct(c1−3))× λct(c1−3)× (1− λss(s1))

= 0.9992 × 0.999× 0.5×
(1− 0.999)× 0.999× (1− 0.999)

= 0.498e−6

P (s6) = 0.498 + 0.498e−6 = 0.498

6. PROBABILISTIC CONGESTION OF
WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORKS

DEFINITION 11. Probabilistic Congestion A probabilistic
congestion is a two-tuple (s, p) where:

1. s is a state (marking) which occurs congestion (i.e. its current
packets in buffer exceed the buffer size).
2. p = P (s)

In Figure 3, s8 is a congestion state. We have

P (s8) = P [s0 → s1 → s2 → s4 → s8]

= P (s2)× P [s2 → s4]× P [s4 → s8]

= P (s2)× P [gen
(2)
1 occured]× P [rec

(2)
1−3 occured]

= P (s2)× (ρ(gen
(2)
1 )× (1− ρ(trans1−3)))×

(ρ(rec
(2)
1−3)× (1− ρ(trans

(2)
1−3)))

= P (s2)× λsg(1)×
(1− λct(2))2 × λss(1)× αsr(2)

= P (s2)× λsg(s1)×
(1− λct(c1−3))2 × λss(s1)× αsr(c1−3)

= λsg(s1)× λss(s1)× αsr(c1−3)× λsg(s1)×
(1− λct(c1−3))2 × λss(s1)× αsr(c1−3)

= λsg(s1)2 × λss(s1)2 × αsr(c1−3)2 × (1− λct(c1−3))2

= 0.9992 × 0.9992 × 0.52 × (1− 0.999)2

= 0.249e−6

We have a probabilistic congestion (s8, 0.249e−6). State s6
(indicating no occurring congestion) is matched with the con-
currency of WSN while state s8 is not. P (s8) � P (s6)
(0.249e−6 � 0.498). The probability of occurring congestion
is very small against the probability of no occurring congestion.
That reflexes properly the actual operation of a WSN.

7. CONCLUSION
As discussed, DTSCPN is an extension of DTSPN which is con-
sidered as a powerful technique to analyse stochastic aspects. In
addition, using CPN to accomplish a WSN model in congestion
detection context can efficiently express all its activities includ-
ing concurrency side. This paper has proposed the WDTSCPN
model that is the combination result of PN-Modelled by CPN
and verification by DTSPN. The pair of reliable and choosing
path probabilities are added into transitions of model to check
the probability of reaching congestion on WSNs. Thus, propos-
ing new analysis technique is also an emphasized point in this
research. Straight example is an illustration for our propose.

In reality, sensor’s reliability is also depending on several con-
straints such as power availability, sensor’s position (if the nodes
are mobile), status of sensors (i.e. activation or sleeping) etc. The
more level of power consumption, the more reliable process-
ing on sensor nodes. Moreover, sensor moving causes chang-
ing topology and they will spend energy to re-localize them-
selves. Therefore, in the future, sensor’s reliability should be rep-
resented like a dynamic parameter in WDTSCPN model. This
leads to define a new way to attach and control such variable.
the future, we will apply such model in the real context.
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